Motor inactivity in hibernating frogs: Linking plasticity that stabilizes neuronal function to behavior in the natural environment.
All animals must generate reliable neuronal activity to produce adaptive behaviors in an ever-changing environment. Neural systems are thought to achieve this goal, in part, through cellular and synaptic plasticity mechanisms that stabilize electrophysiological functions. Despite strong evidence for a role in regulating neuronal properties, these plasticity mechanisms have been difficult to link to natural behaviors in animals. In this review, I discuss how animals that inhabit extreme environments can address this challenge. As an example, I highlight recent work from frogs that stop breathing for several months during hibernation and, in response, use classic mechanisms of stabilizing plasticity to support respiratory motor output shortly after emergence. Furthermore, I describe problems for neuronal stability that may benefit from the study of hibernators: how circuits with variable modes of output control stabilizing mechanisms over long time scales and why some neural systems mount robust compensatory responses and others do not. By continuing to appreciate how diverse animal groups overcome challenges in the natural environment, we will broaden our view of the role that plasticity mechanisms play in stabilizing the nervous system.